
 Read Aloud Program: Integrative Strategy Guide  

 Title: The Noisy Paint Box 

Author: Barb Rosenstock 

Themes: Art, art history 

See video of this book read aloud here: The Noisy Paint Box 

INTRODUCTION (PREP QUESTIONS) 
 Direct students’ attention to the special silver seal on the cover.  Tell them this book was awarded the Caldecott 

Honor which is because of the outstanding quality of the illustrations.   

 Model a think-aloud: “This title really confuses me…I wonder how a paint box can be noisy?  When I paint, it is a very 

quiet experience so I am really interested to find out why this book has this title.  I also wonder why it says the colors 

and sounds of Kandinsky’s abstract art?  Who is Kandinsky?  I wonder what abstract art is?  I think this is really going 

to be an interesting book!” 

INTEGRATIVE STRATEGIES 

     During Reading Session 

 P. 1: Read; briefly mention the meaning of proper (following ideas or rules in the same way that most people believe 

to be the right of doing things).  [It is important that the students understand its meaning since it is essential to the 

book’s message and it will occur throughout] 

  P. 4: Read; model a think-aloud: “I can tell from this sentence that somehow this paint box gift will change Vasya’s life 

forever.  I wonder how?” 

 P. 5: Read; draw attention to proper and reiterate its meaning.   

 Pp. 6-7: Read; model a think-aloud: “I wonder what is happening with these colors…why are there sounds?  I wonder 

if this is going to be the reason for the title? 

 Pp. 8-9: Read; model a think-aloud: “Now I am really wondering why Vasya is hearing the sounds of the colors that 

nobody else can.  It must mean he has a very unusual ability that most of us don’t have.  And now I understand the 

title, The Noisy Paint Box.”   

 Model a think-aloud: “I can tell that his family did not like his painting because they were not used to paintings that 

did not show regular things.  I think abstract art must mean a kind of art that does not show regular things but instead 

might be colorful or unusual designs.  I can tell because his aunt wants him to take a proper art class so that he will 

learn to do paintings of things that are regular.” 

 P. 18: Model a think-aloud: “Vasya’s painting in this illustration must be another example of abstract art.  I wonder if 

Vasya invented abstract art because even his teachers didn’t understand or appreciate his painting?”   

 P. 25: Read; discuss the last sentence, pointing out that abstract art is again in a different font.  Ask students why.  

  Post Reading Session 

 How did Vasya Kandinsky change art? 

 Do you like the idea of abstract art?  Why or why not? 
 

https://youtu.be/Map6OjdFPaM

